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Values in Action - Responsibility & Excellence
As part of their Bronze Duke of Edinburgh Award, Jordan and Ryan in S4 are organising
an Earlston High School Lego Club. They managed to secure £100 sponsorship
from Ahlstrom-Munksjö in Chirnside to buy the Lego they needed for the club which
starts on Monday 25th February. Well done Jordan and Ryan and many thanks to
Ahlstrom-Munksjo for their kind donation.
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History Ambassadors
The History Ambassadors in S3 and S5
have been researching names on some of
our local war memorials (Bowden, Lauder
and Melrose) to see they can discover
biographical details on the men in our
community who served in World War I.
Hopefully some of us will be able to visit the
actual resting places of one or two of these
men during the forthcoming Battlefields
Trip. Continuing on our WWI theme EHS
has kindly been gifted a WWI ‘death penny’
given out to families of the fallen in WWI, by
former Principal Teacher Modern
Languages, Arthur Allan. The Ambassadors
have been working with Spike to design a
suitable display case to show this item. Two
of our Ambassadors, Lewis and Aimee
have brought in ‘Death Pennies’ and other
WWI artefacts from family members. Watch
out for our forthcoming S1 History
competition.
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Time to Talk Day – 7th February
On February 7th as part of SeeMe
Scotland’s ‘Time to Talk Day’, our S6
Mental Health Ambassadors helped to
raise awareness of mental health issues
and challenge the stigma associated
with this. There were some fun photos
and posts through the dedicated EHS
Mental Health Ambassadors Instagram
and a quiz was held at lunch time. This
was well attended and prizes given out
to winners. A huge thank you to our
Quarriers Support Worker, Lisa Daly for
her input to the quiz. Well done to all
who got involved in this important cause.

